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Abstract—Analysis shows that the existing algorithms for
skyline cannot adapt to big data well. And it is impossible for a
generic and precise algorithm to efficiently calculate skyline on
big data. The paper considers the approximate skyline and mea-
sures the degree of approximation by the representative ratio, the
proportion of tuples dominated by the approximate skyline. The
paper firstly shows a sampling based approximation algorithm,
Baseline, which obtains a sample with fixed size and returns the
sample skyline. It is found that the expected representative ratio
of the result nearly isn’t affected by the data volume, and the
variance is relatively small. Next, the paper proposes a sampling
based approximate skyline algorithm with representative ratio
guarantee, 3PHASE. The algorithm first predicts the required
sample size, then calculates the sample skyline, and finally verifies
the representative ratio. The execution time of both has nothing
to do with the data volume. The experimental results of synthetic
and real data sets show that 3PHASE has a great superiority over
the existing skyline algorithms.
Index Terms—sampling, skyline, representative, big data
I. INTRODUCTION
Skyline query is an important in many applications involv-
ing multi-criteria decision making. Let T (A1, A2, ..., Ad) be
a relation and C ⊆ {A1, ..., Ad}, a skyline query on T is
to find a subset of T such that each tuple in the subset is
not dominated by any of the tuples in T , where t′ dominates
t means that t.Ai ≤ t′.Ai for all Ai ∈ C and there is
Aj ∈ C such that t.Aj < t′.Aj . C is called as skyline criteria
and t.Ax express the value of tuple t ∈ T on attribute Ax.
Skyline queries can return all the potential best tuples to users.
Skyline queries provide good mechanisms for merging user’s
preferences into one query.
Skyline study originated from theoretical computer science
area in the last century. Skyline was called as maximal vector
or pareto set in that time. Many algorithms for processing
skyline queries were proposed, such as DD&C [1], LD&C
[2] and FLET [3]. The lowest time complexity of these
algorithms is O(n logd−2 n) in the worst case, and the lowest
average time complexity is O(n). The algorithms are based on
Divide&Conquer strategy and assume that all the input tuples
are stored in the main memory.
Borzsony first introduced the skyline query to the database
field [4]. It attracted considerable attention to design efficient
algorithms for processing skyline queries on relations stored in
external memory. Many algorithms has been proposed [4] [5]
[6] [7]. However, the lowest time complexity of the algorithms
is O(n2) in the worst case and O(n) in the average case.
Nowadays, big data is coming to the force in a lot of
applications. Processing skyline queries on big data in more
than linear time is by far is too expensive and often even
linear time may be too slow. Thus, the subliner time algorithm
for processing skyline queries becomes a highly concerned
research subject. Many index-based algorithms for processing
skyline queries have been proposed to achieve the sublinear
running time in the average case [4] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12].
However, all the algorithms has serious limitations. Firstly,
the algorithms require much time for pre-computation, which
is at least Ω(n). Secondly, they need expensive extra space
overhead for indexes. Thirdly, regarding relation updates, there
is additional overhead to maintain indexes.
It is the only way to break trough the three limitations to
design approximate algorithms without the need of indexes.
Fortunately, approximate skyline results are enough in many
applications. We use the proportion of tuples in the relation
dominated by the approximate skyline, defined as the rep-
resentative ratio of the approximate skyline, to measure the
approximation degree from the approximate skyline to the
real skyline. Fortunately, the approximate skyline with a high
representative ratio is valuable. Take a approximate skyline
with the representation ratio 99% as an example. The set
is already representing (better than) nearly all (99%) of the
available options. For any utility function, there is at least one
tuple in the set that ranks in the top 1%. Today’s commodities
are fiercely competitive and tend to be homogenized, and
thence the gap between top 1% and top 1 is almost negligible.
There has been a lot of researches on approximation skyline
algorithms [13] [14] [15] [16] [17], but their goal is to reduce
the size of the skyline and approximate the best subset of k
input tuples to represent the skyline under various measures.
Moreover, all of their algorithms are more complicated than
the precise algorithms for skyline, and have higher running
time. They cannot meet the strict requirement of time com-
plexity on big data.
In this paper, we propose two sampling-based approxima-
tion algorithms for processing skyline queries on big data.
Both don’t need any extra space or pre-computation overhead,
and achieve sub-linear time complexity. Sampling is one of the
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most common approximation methods on big data. Sampling
only needs to make use of partial data, reducing I/O overhead
and time complexity.
The first one, Baseline, gets a fixed size random sample
from the original relation, and returns the sample skyline as
the result. The paper analyzes the representative ratio of the
algorithm result. It is found that the expected representative
ratio has little to do with the table size, and the standard
deviation is almost negligible relative to the expectation. This
means that, given the target representative ratio, the required
sample size is a constant, relative to the data size. Its a perfect
property on big data and is verified in experiments.
The second one, 3PHASE, returns an approximate skyline
efficiently with a representative ratio guarantee. The algorithm
also utilizes sampling methods and needn’t scan the entire
table, which reduces I/O cost significantly. Based on analysis
above, the total sample size of 3PHASE is nearly a constant
relative to the data volume. 3PHASE consists of three phases:
draw the initial sample and estimate the required sample size
(phase 1), then get the remaining sample and compute the
approximate skyline (phase 2), at last verify the representative
ratio and probably perform additional sampling (phase 3).
The extensive experiments are performed on three synthetic
data sets (independent, correlated, and anti-correlated) and a
real data set. The synthetic data sets have reached the terabyte
level, while the real data set belongs to gigabyte level. The
experiments verify the theoretical analysis of Baseline. The
experimental results show that compared to the existing exact
algorithms, 3PHASE involves constant number of tuples, and
has a great superiority over the existing skyline algorithms.
Based on these observations, the contributions of the paper
are listed below:
• The paper shows the Baseline algorithm which utilizes a
sample with fixed size. The running time of Basline is at
most O(mlogd−2m) in the worst case and O(m) in the
average case, where m is the sample size.
• The paper analyzes the expected representative ratio of
Baseline’s result. The expectation is basically unaffected
by the data volume. If skyline criteria are independent,
correlated or moderately anti-correlated, Baseline is com-
pletely feasible.
• The paper analyzes the variance of the Baseline result’s
representative ratio, and shows that the variance is negli-
gible, relative to the expectation.
• The paper presents another approximation algorithm,
3PHASE, to return approximate skyline efficiently on big
data with a representative ratio guarantee. The algorithm
realizes the prediction of required sample size and the
verification of representative ratio. The sample size m is
a constant relative to the data volume. The complexity of
3PHASE is at most O(m lnd−1m) in the worst case, and
O(m) in the average case.
• The experimental results validate the previous analysis
and show that 3PHASE has a significant advantage over
the existing exact skyline algorithms.
TABLE I
MATH NOTATION
Notation Denfinition
T a set of tuples
d the number of skyline criteria
n the number of tuples in T
Sky(T ) the skyline of T
Skyr(T ) the rth level skyline of T
µn,d the expected skyline cardinality
µn,d(r) the expected rth level skyline cardinality
RrT (Q) the representaive ratio of Q on T , i.e.,
the total number of tuples in T dominated by Q
S a sample set
m the number of tuples in S
α the real representative ratio of S
α the expected representative ratio of S
αˆ the estimated representative ratio in 3PHASE
σ2 the variance of S’s representative ratio
Xi = 0 (1) ith tuple in T is (not) dominated by S
Yi(¬Yi) ith tuple in T is (not) sampled
F the joint continuous distribution function
f the joint density function
G the joint cumulative distribution function
g the joint probability mass function
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II provides background and problem definition. Section III
provides the analysis about Baseline. Section IV describes
the 3PHASE algorithm. Performance evaluation is shown in
section V. Section VI reviews related work. We conclude this
paper in section VII.
II. BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this section, we first state the skyline definition and
cardinality. Then consider the definitions about representative
ratio. In Table I, we summarise the math notations used
throughout the paper.
A. Skyline Definition and Cardinality
Let T be a set of n tuples. Let A1, A2, ..., Ad be all
the d skyline criteria. Follow-up analysis assumes that all
attributes are skyline criteria. Without loss of generality, the
min condition is only used for skyline calculation. Let t[i]
(1 ≤ i ≤ d) denote the ith attribute value of the tuple t. At
first, we recall the definition of dominance between tuples.
Definition 1. (Dominance between Tuples) A tuple t dom-
inates another tuple t′ with respect to d attributes, denoted
as t≺ t′, if t is not larger than t′ on each attribute, and
has a smaller value on at least one attribute, i.e., ∀i ∈
{1, ..., d}, t[i] ≤ t′[i], and ∃j ∈ {1, ..., d}, t[j] < t′[j]. Let
t  t′ denote that t dominates or equals to t′ with respect to
d attributes.
The skyline of T with respect to d skyline criteria, denoted
as Sky(T ), is the set of tuples in T not dominated by any
other tuples, i.e., Sky(T ) = {t ∈ T |∀t′ ∈T, t′ 6≺ t}. And let
|Sky(T )| denote the skyline cardinality of T . The rth level
skyline, denoted as Skyr(T ), is the set of tuples dominated
by exactly r − 1 tuples in T , and Sky(T ) = Sky1(T ). To
analyze skyline cardinality, consider the certain assumptions
about T , like the definitions in [18].
Definition 2. (Component independence) T satisfies com-
ponent independence(CI), if all tuples in T follow below
properties:
1) Criterion Independence: the values of tuples on a single
attribute are statically independent of the values on any
other attribute;
2) Distinct Values: most of tuples have different values in
any attribute, i.e., there are few duplicate values.
Under CI , |Sky(T )| only depends on the size of T and
the number of skyline criteria [18], and has nothing to do
with the distribution of a specific attribute. Let µn,d denote
the expected skyline cardinality with respect to d attributes
and n tuples, and µn,d(r) denotes the expectation of rth level
skyline cardinality.
B. Representative Ratio
Fisrtly, define the dominance between sets:
Definition 3. (Dominance between Sets) A tuple set Q
dominates another tuple set Q′, denoted as Q  Q′, if for
each tuple t′ in Q′, there is a tuple t in Q such that t ≺ t′ or
t = t′, i.e., ∀i ∈ {1, ...d}, t[i] ≤ t′[i].
In the definition above, Q and Q′ could be one tuple. And
it can be easily found that the skyline of T dominates T . If no
duplicate tuples in T , Sky(T ) is the subset of T which has the
minimum size and dominates T . In most instances, duplicate
tuples provide rebundant information, and users need only one
of duplicate skyline tuples. Skyline after deduplication has
a greater significance in general. Consider the optimization
problem OP1:
max
Q
c = RrT (Q), (OP1)
s.t. Q ⊆ T, (I)
∀t1, t2 ∈ Q, t1 6≺ t2 (II)
Definition 4. (Representative Ratio): The representative ratio
of Q with regard to T , denoted as RrT (Q), is the proportion
of tuples in T dominated by Q, i.e., RrT (Q) =
|{t∈T |Qt}|
|{t∈T}| .
Like [14], RrT (Q) is used to quantify the ”representative”
of Q. The above problem is to find the most representative
subset, in which there is no dominance between tuples. The
full skyline represents the whole data set, and its representative
ratio is equal to 1. Skyline is the optimal solution of the
problem. Consider the general approximation algorithm A for
OP1, to find a subset Q with RrT (Q) large enough, in which
there is no dominance between tuples. The representative ratio
of the result Q is used to measure approximation degree of Q
or the algorithm A. Moreover, the following theorem can be
easily found:
Theorem 1. For any two sets Q and T , the representative
ratio of Q with regard to T is euqal to that of Q’s skyline,
i.e., RrT (Q) = RrT (Sky(Q)).
Proof. For each tuple t in T , if there is one tuple t′ in Q
dominates or equals to t, based on transitivity of dominance
and equality, there must be one tuple t′′ in Sky(Q) and t′′ 
t′  t (symbol ”” stands for ”dominate or equal to”). In
the same way, for each tuple t in T , if there is one tuple t′′
in Sky(Q) and t′′  t, based on Sky(Q) ⊆ Q, t′′ ∈ Q and
Q  t.
III. THE BASELINE ALGORITHM
To compute a approximate skyline with sublinear time, the
most intuitive way is to sample from the original data set
and calculate the skyline of sample, as shown in Baseline
above. The calculation of skyline can call any generic skyline
algorithm. FLET [3] is the skyline algorithm with the best time
complexity in theory. If Baseline is based on FLET, its time
complexity is O(mlogd−2m). m is usually set to be slightly
smaller than the memory size. In the case of limited space, it
is a highly effective approximation algorithm.
Algorithm 1: Baseline
Input:
The set of tuples T with size n and d attributes;
m: the sample size;
Output: The Skyline of the sample
1 S is the sample of m tuples from T ;
2 return getSkyline(S);
Next, analyze the representative ratio of the algorithm result.
In Baseline, S is the random sample of T with size m, and the
representative ratio of S is equal to that of the algorithm result,
based on Theorem 1. Thus we merely consider to analyze
RrT (S). To facilitate analysis, assume that S is generated by
sampling without replacement. It is found that there is nearly
no difference between sampling with and without replacement
when m n. In addition, assume that all tuples in T satisfy
an independent and identical distribution. Hereafter, firstly
analyse the expected repesentative ratio of S. Then consider
the variance of the repesentative ratio.
A. Expected Representative Ratio
We give the formulas for the expected representative ratio
of Baseline’s result. Then get the relationships between it and
the skyline cardinality. Let α be the real repesentative ratio
of S, and α be the expected repesentative ratio. Let Xi =
0(i = 1, 2, .., n) denote the event that ti, the ith tuple in T , is
dominated by S, i.e., S  ti. Corresponding, Xi = 1 denotes
that S 6 ti. Let Yi be the event that ti is picked up into the
sample S. Accordingly, let ¬Yi denote that ti is not selected.
Without loss of generality, assume that any attribute value is
on the interval (0, 1).
Firtly, assume that the value of any tuple on each attribute
satisfies a continuous probability distribution. Then there is
almost no two tuples share the same value on any attribute,
and Distinct Values condition in Definition 2 is met. Let
F (v1, v2, ..., vd) be the joint distribution function of the d
continuous variables, shown as
F (v1, v2, ..., vd) = Pr(A1 ≤ v1, A2 ≤ v2, ..., Ad ≤ vd)
All tuples in T comes from a independent and identical
distribution with function F . Likewise, let f(v1, v2, ..., vd)
denote the joint density function. Let their vector forms be
F (v) and f(v).
Theorem 2. If all d attributes are continuous and all n
tuples in T are independently and identically distributed, the
expected repesentative ratio of Baseline’s result is
α = 1− n−m
n
∫
[0,1]d
f(v)(1− F (v))mdv
m is the sample size. F is the joint distribution function and
f is the density function.
Proof. To analyze α, consider P (Xi = 1), the probability that
ith tuple ti is not dominated by S. According to the conditional
probability formula, we have
P (Xi = 1) = P (Yi)P (Xi = 1|Yi) + P (¬Yi)P (Xi = 1|¬Yi)
If ti is selected into in S, it is dominated by S. Therefore,
we have P (Xi = 1|Yi) is equal to 0. Based on sampling with
replacement, P (¬Yi) is equal to n−mn . In short, we have
P (Xi = 1) =
n−m
n
P (Xi = 1|¬Yi)
Afterwards, analyze P (Xi = 1|¬Yi). Assume ti is not
selected into S. And let ti have the value v = (v1, v2, ..., vd).
Subsequently, for each tuple t′ in S, t′ satisfies the distribution
with F and is independent with ti. It is almost impossible that
ti has a value equal to t′ on an attribute. Thus merely consider
the probability that t′ dominates t. If t′ ≺ ti, t′ should be no
more than ti on all attributes. So, the probability that t′ ≺ ti
is F (v). In turn, we have
P (t′ 6≺ ti|¬Yi) = 1− F (v)
Because S is a random sample without replacement, all
tuples in S are from distinct tuples in T . All the tuples in T
are independently distributed, and so all tuples in S are also
independent. Under the assumption that ti is not sampled, ti
is not dominated by S, if and only if none of the tuples in S
dominates ti. Thence, the probability that S doesn’t dominate
ti is
P (S 6 ti|¬Yi) = (1− F (v))m
In the above analysis, v is regarded as a constant vector.
Consider that v is a variable vector and satisfies the distribution
with the density f(v). Then we have
P (Xi = 1|¬Yi) =
∫
[0,1]d
f(v)(1− F (v))mdv
Thus the probability that ti is not dominated by S is
P (Xi = 1) =
n−m
n
∫
[0,1]d
f(v)(1− F (v))mdv
By the linearity of expectations, the expected number
of tuples in T not dominated by S is E(
∑n
i=1Xi) =∑n
i=1 P (Xi = 1). Then the expected representative ratio is
α =
n−∑ni=1 P (Xi = 1)
n
= 1− P (Xi = 1)
So far the theorem is proved.
Consider a set Q with m + 1 tuples and under the same
distribution with F . Then the expected skyline cardinality of
Q is
µm+1,d = (m+ 1)
∫
[0,1]d
f(v)(1− F (v))mdv
We get the following corollary.
Corollary 3. If all d attributes are continuous and all n
tuples in T are independently and identically distributed, the
expected repesentative ratio of Baseline’s result is
α = 1− n−m
n
µm+1,d
m+ 1
m is the sample size. µm+1,d is the expected skyline cardinality
of a set with size m+ 1 and the same distribution.
Secondly, assume all d attributes are discrete. Let D be all
distinct value vectors in T . Let g(v1, v2, ..., vd), abbreviated
into g(v), is the joint probability mass function of d discrete
variables.
g(v1, v2, ..., vd) = P (A1 = v1, A2 = v2, ..., Ad = vd)
And let G(v1, v2, ..., vd) be the joint cumulative distribution
function. We have
Theorem 4. If all d attributes are discrete and all n tuples in
T are independently and identically distributed, the expected
repesentative ratio of Baseline’s result is
α = 1− n−m
n
∑
v∈D
g(v)(1−G(v))m
m is the sample size. G is the the cumulative function and f
is the mass function.
The specific proof is similar to before. Consider a set Q
with m + 1 tuples and under the same distribution with T .
Then the expected skyline cardinality of Q is
µm+1,d = (m+ 1)
∑
v∈D
g(v)(1−G(v) + g(v))m
≥ (m+ 1)
∑
v∈D
g(v)(1−G(v))m (1)
The equal sign in (1) holds if and only if Distinct Values
condition is established. The back value in (1) is the expected
number of tuples in Q both distinct from and not dominated
by others. Obviously, we can get
Corollary 5. If all d attributes are discrete and all n tuples in
T are independently and identically distributed, the expected
repesentative ratio of Baseline’s result is
α ≥ 1− n−m
n
µm+1,d
m+ 1
m is the sample size. µm+1,d is the expected skyline cardinality
in a table with size m+ 1 and the same distribution.
According to Corollary 3 and 5, there is a strong connection
between the expected skyline cardinality and the expected
representative ratio. µn,d does not change significantly, as n in-
creases. And µn,dn , the expected skyline proportion, decreases
as n increases. Although the skyline cardinality may be large,
it accounts for a small proportion of all tuples in general.
Therefore, the expected representative ratio gradually grows
as the sample size increases and usually close to 1. Based on
Theorem 2 and 4, it is shown that the data size has nearly no
effect on the expected representative ratio of the sample. The
effect of n on α is mainly reflected in P (¬Yi) = n−mn , the
probability that ith tuple is not selected into S. In most cases,
m n and n−mn → 1.
Under CI , the expected skyline cardinality µn,d is equal to
Hd−1,n, the (d−1)th order harmonic of n. For integers k > 0
and integers n > 0, Hd,n =
∑n
i=1
Hd−1,i
i ≈ (lnn+γ)
d
d! , where
γ = limn→∞(
∑n
i=1
1
i − lnn) = 0.577..., is Euler’s constant.
Moreover, we have
Hd,n =
(lnn)d
d!
+ γ
(lnn)d−1
(d− 1)! +O((lnn)
d−2)
≤
d∑
i=0
(lnn)i
i!
In addition, Hd,n can be approximated offline in numerical
value, and then looked up on the numerical table when needed.
We calculate Hd,n for d = 2, ..., 10 and n = 10, 102, ..., 1010.
Similar to logarithms, interpolation can be safely used to
estimate values that are not in the numerical table. add table
here
Corollary 6. If the table T with d attributes and n tuples
satisfies CI , the expected repesentative ratio of Baseline’s
result is
α =1− n−m
n(m+ 1)
(
(ln(m+ 1))d−1
(d− 1)!
+ γ
(ln(m+ 1))d−2
(d− 2)! +O((lnm)
d−3))
≥1− n−m
n(m+ 1)
d−1∑
i=0
(ln(m+ 1))i
i!
m is the sample size.
Considering the case of m =
√
n− 1, we have
α =1− n−
√
n+ 1
n1.5
(
(lnn)d−1
2d−1(d− 1)!
+ γ
(lnn)d−2
2d−2(d− 2)! +O(
(lnn)d−3
2d−3
))
Under CI , the time complexity of FLET is O(n), thus that of
Baseline is O(m) = O(
√
n).
Theorem 7. Under CI , the specific distribution of a single
attribute does not affect the representative ratio of the sample.
If T satisfies Distinct Values condition, it can be converted
into a uniformly distributed and rank-equivalent set. The spe-
cific conversion process is as follows. Consider each attribute
in turn. For attribute Ai, sort tuples in ascending order by
Ai value. Rank 0 is allocated the lowest value 0 on Ai,
and so forth. Assign the tuple ranked j the value j/n on
Ai. After conversion, the representative ratio of the sample
remains unchanged.
For continuous distribution, T is sparse and satisfies Dis-
tinct Values condition. However, for discrete distribution, T
probably is dense and doesn’t follow the condition. Consider
the influence of denseness on the representative ratio. We have
Theorem 8. Denseness increases the representative ratio of
the sample.
Denseness amounts to considering a initially sparse set of
tuples, and values on each attribute are then partitioned into
a few bins. Denseness has two effects on the representative
ratio. On the one hand, some tuples initially share no values
and have no dominance relationship, but after binned, they
do. Tuples in T are more likely be dominated by the sample,
which increase the representative ratio. On the other hand,
there may be duplicate tuples that have the same value on any
attribute. Tuples in T are less likely be distinct from others,
which decreases the back value in (1), the expected number
of tuples both distinct from and not dominated by others.
Based on Theorem 4, the value of expected representative ratio
increases. add graph here
Moreover, T might not satisfy Criterion Independence con-
dition, and there is probably correlation or anti-correlation
between attributes. Correlation causes tuples in T to be more
likely to be dominated by S and increases the expected
representative ratio. High correlation between attributes has
the effect as reduction of attributes. If a tuple t′ in S has a
better value on one attribute than t in T , with high probabilty,
it also does on the other attributes. Anti-correlation is the
antithesis of correlation and decreases the representative ratio.
Anti-correlation reduces the probabilty that a tuple in T is
dominated by S. But computing the skyline with highly anti-
correlated attributes is almost meaningless. In presence of
moderate anti-correlations, the skyline cardinality still grows
as some power of log n.
B. Variance of Representative Ratio
Analyze the variance of the algorithm result’s representative
ratio, denoted as σ2, equal to the variance of S’s repesentative
ratio, D(RrT (S)). As before, Xi = 1 denotes the event
that the ith tuple in T is not dominated by S. Assume that
T satisfies component independence (CI). With out loss of
generality, all tuples are uniformly distributed over (0, 1)d,
and are sampled without replacement.
According to the definition of representative ratio, RrT (S)
is equal to n−
∑n
i=1Xi
n . Because n is a constant, we have σ
2 =
D(
∑n
i=1Xi)/n
2. Then we derive the variance of
∑n
i=1Xi,
the number of tuples in T not dominated by S. We have
D(
n∑
i=1
Xi)
= E(
n∑
i=1
X2i ) + E(
∑
i 6=j
XiXj)− E2(
n∑
i=1
Xi)
= nP (Xi = 1) + n(n− 1)Pi 6=j(Xi = Xj = 1)− n2P 2(Xi = 1)
Knowing P (Xi = 1), we analyze Pi 6=j(Xi = Xj = 1).
Assume ti has the value u = (u1, u2, ..., ud) and tj has the
value v = (v1, v2, ..., vd). Similar to the definition in [19], let
(η) = {(u, v)|u1 ≤ v1, ..., uη ≤ vη, uη+1 > vη+1, ..., ud >
vd} and (d) = {(u, v)|u1 ≤ v1, ..., ud ≤ vd}. (η) represents
the set of all possible (u, v), in which u has values no more
than v on the first η attributes and has higher values on the
subsequent attributes. Then we have
Pi 6=j(Xi = Xj = 1)
=
(n−m)(n− 1−m)
n(n− 1)
d∑
η=0
(
d
η
) ∫
(η)
(1−
d∏
i=1
ui −
d∏
i=1
vi
+
η∏
i=1
ui
d∏
i=η+1
vi)
mdudv
In the above equation, (n−m)(n−1−m)n(n−1) is the probability that
two distinct tuples are not selected into the sample. Based on
[19], we have
d−1∑
η=1
(
d
η
) ∫
(η)
(1−
d∏
i=1
ui −
d∏
i=1
vi +
η∏
i=1
ui
d∏
i=η+1
vi)
mdudv
=
µ2m+2,d +O(µm+2,d)
(m+ 1)(m+ 2)
Then we have
Pi6=j(Xi = Xj = 1)
=
(n−m)(n− 1−m)
n(n− 1) (2
∫
(0,1)d
(1−
d∏
i=1
vi)
m
d∏
i=1
vidv+
µ2m+2,d +O(µm+2,d)
(m+ 1)(m+ 2)
) (2)
=
(n−m)(n− 1−m)
n(n− 1)
2µm+2,d(2) + µ
2
m+2,d +O(µm+2,d)
(m+ 1)(m+ 2)
(3)
Equation (2) is based on variable substitution. In equation (3),
µn,d(r) denotes the expected cardinality of rth layer skyline
and satisfies
µn,d(r) = n
(
n−1
r−1
) ∫
(0,1)d
(1−
d∏
i=1
vi)
n−r(
d∏
i=1
vi)
r−1dv
In addition, if r is smaller than r′, we have µn,d(r) ≥ µn,d(r′).
Due to P (Xi = 1) = 1− α = n−mn µm+1,dm+1 , we have
D(
n∑
i=1
Xi)
= (n−m)µm+1,d
m+ 1
− (n−m)(n+ 1)
(m+ 1)2(m+ 2)
µ2m+1,d
+
(n−m)(n− 1−m)
(m+ 1)(m+ 2)
(µm+2,d + µm+1,d)(µm+2,d−
µm+1,d) +
(n−m)(n− 1−m)
(m+ 1)(m+ 2)
(2µm+2,d(2) +O(µm+2,d))
= (n−m)µm+1,d
m+ 1
− (n−m)(n+ 1)
(m+ 1)2(m+ 2)
µ2m+1,d+
(n−m)(n− 1−m)
(m+ 1)(m+ 2)
O(µm+2,d) (4)
Equation (4) is based on µm+2,d − µm+1,d ≤ 1 and
µm+2,d(2) ≤ µm+2,d. With µm+1,d ≤ m + 1, it is shown
that D(
∑n
i=1Xi) = O(
n2
m2µm,d). Therefore, variance σ
2 is
equal to D(
∑n
i=1Xi)/n
2 = O(
µm,d
m2 ). And we have
Theorem 9. Under CI , σ = O(
√
µm,d
m ) = o(1− α)
In most cases (m is a moderate constant), µm+1,d is much
smaller than m + 1, and α approaches 1. Consequently,
(1 − α) → 0. The standard deviation can be basically
ignored and the actual representative ratio fluctuates very little.
Subsequent experiments show that even if T does not satisfy
CI , the standard deviation is relatively small.
Based on Theorem 2, 4 and 9, to get a goal representative
ratio, m can be almost a constant with respect to n. Subsequent
experiments found that m is not large, even if there is a certain
anti-correlation.
IV. THE 3PHASE ALGORITHM
The section first introduces the overview of the 3PHASE
Algothm(see Section 4.1), then describes all phases the algo-
rithm (see Section 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4), next shows analysis of
the algorithm (see Section 4.5), and finally introduces how to
extend to cover other cases (see Section 4.6).
A. The Overview of Algorithm
All the precise skyline algorithms without indexes have to
scan the entire table at least once, which will incur high
I/O cost on big data. In addition, the complexity of all
the above algorithms is Ω(n log n) which is unable to meet
the demand on big data. Baseline above is to calculate the
approximate skyline with a fixed size sample. In this section,
we devise a sampling based approximate skyline algorithm
with representative ratio guarantee, 3PHASE, which has three
phases. 3PHASE receives an initial sample in the first phase
and use it to estimate the required sample size, then draws
the remaining sample and computes the sample skyline in the
second phase, at last verifies the representative ratio in the
third phase and possibly continues sampling.
Algorithm 2: 3PHASE
Input: The set of tuples T with size n and d attributes;
mI : the initial sample size;
mmax: the maximum sample size;
lmax: the number of points for curve-fitting;
mv: the sample size for verification;
α∗: the goal representative ratio
Output: The Skyline of the sample
1 Phase I:
2 S[1, ...,mI ] is the sample of mI tuples from T ;
3 A = divideAndComquer(S[1, ...,mI ], 1);
4 nsky[0]+ = |A|;
5 m = getRequiredSampleSize();
6 Phase II:
7 if m > mmax then
8 return getSkyline(T ) ; // failure, call
the precise algorithm
9 S[mI + 1, ...,m] is the sample of m−mI tuples
from T ;
10 A=mergeSkyline(A,getSkyline(S[mI + 1, ...,m]));
11 Phase III:
12 Do:
13 S[m+ 1, ...,m+mv] is the sample of mv tuples
for verificationion;
14 αˆ=verifyAndUpdate(A,S[m+ 1,...,m+mv]);
15 m = m+mv;
16 While (αˆ < α∗ + 2.5
√
α∗(1−α∗)
mv
or
1− n−mn |A|m < α∗);
17 return A;
B. The First Phase
To get a approximate skyline with representative ratio
guarantee, 3PHASE firstly need to determine m, the required
sample size. In the first phase, the algorithm gets an initial
sample from the data set, and then operates it to get the
required sample size. Corollary 3 and 5 give expressions for
the lower bound of the expected represenative ratio and it is
closely related to µm+1,dm+1 , the expected skyline proportion in a
set of m tuples under the same distribution as T . In general, we
do not know µm+1,dm+1 and it is affected by the joint distribution,
which is almost never directly available. [20] proposed a quick
method to roughly estimate the skyline cardinality. Although
the required sample size cannot be accurately estimated, we
can verify the real representative ratio with a certain probabil-
ity guarantee, in the third phase. If the estimated representative
ratio is smaller than the target, continue sampling.
As shown in [20], in presence of moderate correlations/anti-
correlations, the expected skyline cardinality still grows as
some power of log n. The method assumes that expected
skyline cardinality is µn,d = a logb n. It gets two initial samples
of different sizes and estimates two parameters, a and b. The
Subroutines 1
1 divideAndComquer (S[1, ..., r], l)
2 if l == lmax then
3 return getSkyline(S[1, ..., r]);
4 else
5 A1= divideAndComquer(S[1, ..., r/2], l + 1);
6 A2= divideAndComquer(S[r/2 + 1, ..., r], l + 1);
7 nsky[l]+ = |A1|/2l;
8 nsky[l]+ = |A2|/2l;
9 return mergeSkyline(A1, A2);
1 getRequiredSampleSize ()
2 if 1− n−mIn nsky[0]mI ≥ α∗ then
3 return mI ; // the sample is enough
4 else
5 Fit a curve of the form y = a(lnx)b through the
points (mI/2i, nsky[i]) for i = 0, 1, ...,
lmax − 1;
6 return biSearch(y = a(lnx)b, α∗, mI , n);
1 verifyAndUpdate (A, V )
2 count = 0;
3 for each tuple t in V do
4 if t is dominated by A then
5 delete t from V ;
6 count+=1;
7 A= mergeSkyline(A, getSkyline(V ));
8 return count/mv;
method requires smaller samples, but is not robust. It is based
on expected skyline cardinality and it is unreliable to use only
two samples to estimate the equation. Our algorithm should
improve the method and be based on the mean of a number
of trials.
3PHASE gets an initial sample of size mI in the first phase
and performs a Divide&Conquer subroutine on it. mI is an
input parameter and is much smaller than the size of table. The
initial sample can be easily maintained in memory. To compute
the sample skyline, the subroutine divides the sample into
two halves, each of which is recursively computed for skyline
tuples. Simultaneously, 3PHASE records skyline cardinalities
of halves. 3PHASE uses an in-memory merge subroutines to
merge skylines of two halves. When merging two skylines, A1
and A2, consider the tuples in A1 not dominated by A2 and
the tuples in A2 not dominated by A1.
Note that the recursive computing of two halves will give
several estimates for each sample size mI2 ,
mI
4 ,
mI
8 , ... , etc.
3PHASE uses the mean of skyline cardinalities for estimation,
and reuses subparts of the sample to get several different
skyline cardinality estimates. The standard statistical technique
of bootstrap is also based upon reusing different subparts of
a sample. The Divide&Conquer is parameterized to not form
its entire recursion tree, but to truncate after the number of
levels has increased to a threshold (lmax). This reduces the
overall overhead of 3PHASE. Usually a small number, such
as lmax = 10, suffices for the algorithm. At leaves of the
recursion tree, the program calls any precise algorithm for
skyline.
Once the Divide&Conquer is over, there are several nsky[i]
estimates corresponding to sample sizes in {mI , mI2 , mI4 ,
..., mI
2lmax−1 }. nsky[0] is the skyline cardinality of the initial
sample and is a unbiased estimate of µmI ,d. µmI ,d is almost
the same as µmI+1,d. Rely on Corollary 3 and 5, 3PHASE
uses 1 − n−mIn nsky[0]mI to estimate the representative ratio of
A. If it is higher than the goal representative ratio, mI is the
required sample size and sampling in the second phase is not
needed.
Otherwise, compute the mean of sample skyline cardinali-
ties, with the same sample size. Use different (nsky[i], mI2i )
and (nsky[i + lmax2 ],
mI
2i+lmax/2
) combinations, 0 ≤ i ≤
lmax
2 − 1, to analyze the parameters a and b. Next, by binary
searching, the fitting curve of the form µm,d = a logbm is
used to extimate the required sample size.
C. The Second Phase
In the second phase, 3PHASE firstly compares the estimated
sample size with the given maximum sample size, mmax.
mmax is an input parameter and is slightly smaller than
the memory size (the number of tuples can be maintained
in memory) in general. Based on Corollary 3 and 5 , the
expected representative ratio is much relevant to the expected
skyline proportion in the sample. In general, a sample of
appropriate size already has a extremely small proportion
of skyline, shown in the latter experients. Furthermore, it
is almost meaningless to compute skyline with high skyline
proportion. However, 3PHASE could adapt to those special
circumstances. If the required sample size is larger than the
given maximum sample size, stop sampling and excute another
precise algorithm. Generally, the initial sample size mI is a
constant with respect to n is and much smaller. Therefore, in
this case, compared with the cost of any precise algorithm,
the cost of the first phase is basically negligible. Though
the case is almost impossible to appear based on follow-up
experiments.
Then 3PHASE draws the remaining sample and computes
the approximate skyline in the second phase. The skyline
obtained in the first phase could be reused in the second phase.
Merge the skyline of the initial sample and that of the second
sample. The subroutines called during the second phase are
the same as those in the first phase.
D. The Third Phase
Since the estimation of the required samples in the first
phase is rough, 3PHASE needs to verify the actual repre-
sentative ratio of the approximate skyline in the third phase.
3PHASE firstly obtains a random sample with size mv . Let
A be the approximate skyline obtained in the second phase
and V be the random sample of T for verification, denoted as
S[m+ 1, ...,m+mv] in the algorithm. 3PHASE traverses all
tuples in V and count the proportion of tuples dominated by
A, denoted as αˆ. It uses the value of αˆ to judge whether the
real representative ratio of A, denoted as α, is no less than the
goal representative ratio, i.e., α ≥ α∗.
Consider sampling with replacement and analyze the re-
lationship between the estimated representative ratio αˆ and
the real representative ratio α. According to the definition of
the representative ratio, the number of tuples in T dominated
by A is αn. Thus the probability that a tuple randomly
selected from T is dominated by A is α. V is a random
sample of T . The number of tuples in V dominated by A
follows a binomial distribution BD(mv, α). In the light of De
Moivre−Laplace Theorem in [21], in this case, the normal
distribution ND(mvα, mvα(1 − α)) can be used instead of
BD(mv, α). Thus αˆ nearly follows the the normal distribution
ND(α, α(1− α)/mv).
The following analysis is based on statistical hypothesis
testing. There are two hypotheses. The first one, H0, called
the null hypothesis, is for the time being accepted, and is that
the real representative ratio is less than the goal representative
ratio. The second one, H1, called the alternative hypothesis,
is which we hope to support, and is that α is no less than α∗.
The two hypotheses are opposed to each other. Generally, H1
cannot be easily accepted, and the H0 needs sufficient reason
to deny.
Theorem 10. Under the condition H0 holds, the probability
that αˆ belongs to the interval [h(α∗), 1] is
P (αˆ ∈ [h(α∗), 1]|H0 holds) < 0.05
where h(α∗) = α∗ + 1.65
√
α∗(1−α∗)
mv
and mv > 2.
Proof. αˆ nearly follows the normal distribution ND( α,
α(1 − α)/mv). Query the normal distribution table, and find
that αˆ belongs to the interval [h(α), 1] with a probability of
0.05. Differentiate h(x) and find that it increases monoton-
ically, if x ∈ [0, 1] and mv > 2 (Obviously, mv > 2 is
easy to implement). Therefore, if H0 holds and α < α∗,
h(α) < h(α∗) and then [h(α∗), 1] ⊂ [h(α), 1]. We have
P (αˆ ∈ [h(α∗), 1]|H0 holds) < P (αˆ ∈ [h(α), 1])
Set the significance level as 0.05, the probability of rejecting
H0, given that H0 were assumed to be true. Consider αˆ’s
rejection field K0, and if αˆ ∈ K0, reject H0 and accept H1.
Based on THEOREM 10, set K0 = [h(α∗), 1]. The event C
is that αˆ ∈ K0 under the hypothesis H0, and P (C) is smaller
than the significance level. According to the principle of small
probability, event C can be regarded as an actual impossible
event, and C will not appear in an test. In short, we can reject
H0 and accept H1, i.e., the real representative ratio of A is
no less than the goal representative ratio, if
αˆ ≥ α∗ + 1.65
√
α∗(1− α∗)
mv
(5)
We can calculate the value of mv through inequality. For
example, under α∗ = 0.99, it is required that if αˆ, estimated
value of real representative ratio, is greater than 0.991, α is
considered to be greater than α∗. Based on inequality (5),
1.65
√
α∗(1−α∗)
mv
should be less than 0.01. Then mv must be
greater than 26953.
In addition, 3PHASE performs a secondary protection for
verification. Like the estimation in the first phase, the al-
gorithm uses skyline proportion in S to secondarily verify
the representative ratio. We can use |A|m to approximate the
expected skyline proportion µm+1,dm+1 . According to Corollary 3
and 5, we use µm+1,dm+1 to get the lower bound of α afterwards,
which is equal to 1− n−mn |A|m . We can think that α < α∗, if
the lower bound of α’s expectation is smaller than α∗, i.e.,
1− n−m
n
|A|
m
< α∗
If the condition in line 16 doesn’t hold, 3PHASE accepts
H1 and returns A, which is a approximate skyline with
representative ratio guarantee. Otherwise, 3PHASE continues
sampling and verifying. In essence, during each verification
process, 3PHASE updates A, that is, the skyline of V is
merged into A for reuse. So in fact, 3PHASE just continues
to verify until the condition doesn’t hold.
E. Analysis
In summary, the 3PHASE algorithm is significantly more
efficient than all the previous algorithm without index, mainly
because it has lower I/O and smaller CPU cost. It doesn’t
need to scan the entire table and accesses only constant-
level data with respect to n. Based on Theorem 2 and 4, the
table size n has almost no effect on the representative ratio.
Therefore, relative to n, the final sample size m is actually
a constant. Constant-level accessed data also makes the CPU
cost of the algorithm constant.
Next, refine the analysis of the algorithm complexity. Sub-
routine getSkyline() and mergeSkyline() could be based on any
precise algorithms for skyline. Assume they are all based on
FLET [3] and the time complexity of DD&C is O(n lnd−2 n).
In the first phase, the running time of divideAndComquer is
T1(mI , d) = 2T1(mI/2, d) +M(mI , d)
M(mI , d) is the running time of mergeSkyline(), equal to
O(mI ln
d−2mI) in the worst case. Then we have T1(mI , d) =
O(mI ln
d−1mI). The requird sample size is O(m), while m
is the real sampling scale of the entire algorithm. 3PHASE
performs a calculation for skyline and a merge in the second
phase and the running time is T2(m, d) = 2O(m lnd−2m) =
O(m lnd−2m). In the third phase, the algorithm undergoes
verification and merge with constant times. The running time
of each verification is O((1− α∗)mmv). Based on Corollary
3 and 5, the size of A in the third phase is O((1 − α∗)m).
Thus the running time of the third phase is T3(m, d) =
O((1− α∗)mmv) +O(m lnd−2m).
Based on (5), to determine the value of mv , let 0.1(1−α∗)
be a gap, equal to 1.65
√
α∗(1−α∗)
mv
, then (1 − α∗)mv =
(16.5)2α∗ and is a constant. Thus in the worst case, the time
complexity of 3PHASE is O(m lnd−1m), due to mI ≤ m.
The expected time complexity of FLET [3] is O(n), thus
the expected time complexity of 3PHASE is O(m) based on
analysis in [2].
Although 3PHASE is an approximation algorithm, it has
a representative ratio guarantee. In addition, 3PHASE has
many other advantages. Firstly, if 3PHASE finds that the
required sample is too large, it will stop sampling and reduce
losses in time. Moreover, the cost at this time is negligible
compared to costs of other precise algorithms. Secondly, the
algorithm reuses samples as much as possible and all sample
skylines will be merged into the final result. Thirdly, the
prediction model is very simple but works well. In the follow-
up experiments, we found that the extra verification times is
much few. In many cases, the algorithm only needs to perform
verification once.
F. Extensions
3PHASE can be extended to some special scenarios. The
algorithm assumes that the size of the data set T is given.
Consider that the size n is unknown. The call of n in 3PHASE
mainly comes from Corollary 3 and 5, and n appears in
the form of n−mn . In general, n is much larger than m.
The algorithm can use 1 instead of n−mn , and the actual
performance should be basically the same as before.
In addition, consider that the table T is stored in external
storage with B+ tree. All tuples are sorted by values of the
attribute X1 in ascending order. Get a non-random sample
by picking up the first m tuples in T , i.e., the tuples with
the minimum m values on X1. Conside the case that X1 is
independent with the other d − 1 attributes. Such sampling
method actually reduces one attribute of the data. Compared
with random sampling, the expected value of representative
ratio only consider d − 1 attributes rather than d. Thus less
sample size is required. The data-structures can be treated as
a graceful tradeoff with larger space requirement for higher
performance.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. Experimental settings
In order to analyze the performance of 3PHASE, we imple-
mented it in C++, and then ran the algorithm on Dell OptiPlex-
7500(4 Cores, 8 Threads 3.6GHz i7 CPU + 16G memory +
64 bit Linux). The experiments consider the external storage
and all data is stored in Seagate STDR4000(4TB).
To verify the performance of 3PHASE, we compared it
with LESS [6] and BNL [4]. We do not consider the index-
based skyline algorithm. The practicability of the index-based
algorithm is severely limited due to its high pre-calculation
cost and space overhead. Consider the generic skyline al-
gorithms, roughly can be divided into scan-based algorithms
(such as BNL [4], SFS [5], SalSa [7] and LESS [6]) and di-
vide&conquer algorithms (such as D&C [1], LD&C [2], FLET
[3], and SD&C [4]). Most of the existing divide&conquer
algorithms are not external, and their actual performance is
much disappointing. Even SDC, a external divide&conquer
algorithm, is also inferior to LESS and BNL in actual per-
formance. For scan-based algorithms, LESS combines the
advantages of SFS and BNL, and has lower I/O cost than
SalSa.
Similar to the experimental design in [12], there were four
data sets used in experiments, three synthetic data sets (inde-
pendent distribution, correlated distribution and anti-correlated
distribution) and a real data set. In synthetic data sets, the tuple
size is 128 bytes, and there are 8 numeric attributes and one
redundancy attribute. The considered data volumes are 0.2TB,
0.4TB, 0.6TB, 0.8TB and 1.0TB. For independent distribution,
numeric attribute values are uniformly and independently
distributed. For correlated distribution, the first two numeric
attributes are generated with Pearson Correlation Coefficient
(PCC) 0.5, and the others are uniform and independent. For
anti-correlated distribution, the first two are generated with
PCC -0.5, and the others are the same as before. The real data
set comes from UCI Machine Learning Repository [22], and
are kinematic properties measured by the particle detectors in
the accelerator, in which the tuple size is 1024 bytes. Each
tuple has 29 numeric attributes, and the remaining space is
redundant characters. The considered data volumes are 2GB,
4GB, 6GB, 8GB and 10GB. For all data sets, the skyline
criterion sizes considered are 2, 3, 4, and 5. Experiments set
the disk-page size to 8192 bytes.
Moreover, there are 5 additional parameters in 3PHASE. α∗
is the target representative ratio and is set to 0.99, which makes
the approximate skyline much close to the real skyline. lmax
is the maximum level of divideAndConquer in the first phase,
equal to the number of different half sizes. In experiments,
lmax amounts to 10, and mI , the initial sample size in the
first phase, is equal to 214 = 16384. lmax and mI are two
parameters for estimating the required sample size. mmax is
the maximum number of sampled tuples, acceptable to the
system, which is set to 2048000. Experiments have found
that even on anti-correlated data set with 5 skyline criteria,
the number of ultimately sampled tuples does not exceed one
million. And mmax tuples can be easily put into memory. mv
is the sample size for verification in the third phase. Based on
the previous analysis, mv should be greater than 26953 and
is set to 215 = 32768 in experiments. It is shown that under
such parameter settings, the predictive model in the first phase
is fully effective, and there is usually only once verification in
the third phase.
According to the discussion in section ??, we have imple-
mented three versions of the 3PHASE algorithm, 3PHASE R,
3PHASE S, and 3PHASE V, based on three different sam-
pling methods. 3PHASE R is based on reservoir sampling
and random shuffling after sampling. 3PHASE R first obtains
a pre-sample by reservoir sampling, and randomly shuffles
the pre-sample. If samples are needed later, the algorithm
continuously read tuples from the pre-sample. 3PHASE R has
to scan the entire table once, but needn’t read all the tuples;
several tuples can be skipped at once with the technology in
[23]. The actual overall time complexity of 3PHASE R is
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Fig. 1. The Effect of Data Volume
O(m2 + mmax log n). 3PHASE S is on the basis of random
shuffling before sampling and merely needs to read part of
the data from the disk. 3PHASE V obtains samples from
materialized sample view and there is no need to read or write
disk when running the algorithm. The time complexity of the
latter two are both O(m2). The three algorithms have different
sampling processes, but their actual running results are exactly
the same.
B. Experiment 1: The Effect of Data Volume
In experiment 1, we validate the effect of the data volume on
3PHASE and representative ratios, with 2 skyline criteria. All
algorithms are executed on independently distributed data set.
The data volumes considered are 0.2TB, 0.4TB, 0.6TB, 0.8TB
and 1.0TB. As shown in figure 1(a), 3PHASE R runs 19.6
times faster than LESS on average. Moreover, 3PHASE R is
less sensitive to the data volume, and its execution time grows
sub-linearly, while these of LESS and BNL increase linearly.
As the amount of data increases, the ratio of the execution
time will become progressively larger. The execution time of
3PHASE S and 3PHASE V is basically not affected by the
scale of data. 3PHASE S obtains results within one second,
while 3PHASE V is faster and the execution time is only a
few milliseconds. In fact, the CPU overhead of 3PHASE R,
3PHASE S and 3PHASE V is the same, and there is no I/O
overhead but CPU overhead for 3PHASE V. It can be inferred
that I/O overhead is dominant relative to CPU overhead, for
3PHASE R and 3PHASE S. As shown in figure 1(b), I/O
overheads of BNL and LESS increase linearly with the data
volume. They has to read each tuple in the table at least once.
However, I/O overhead of 3PHASE R grows sub-linearly with
the data volume. 3PHASE R is based on reservoir sampling,
in which a lot of tuples can be skipped and the later tuples are
less likely to be read. It is shown that for 3PHASE S, I/O cost
has nothing to do with the data volume. The representative
ratio of the sample is almost independent of the number of
tuples in data set. After random shuffling, 3PHASE S reads
as many tuples continuously as needed to form a sample.
3PHASE V read data directly from MSV in memory, so there
is no I/O overhead. The actual execution results are exactly
the same for 3PHASE R, 3PHASE S and 3PHASE V, all of
which are replaced with 3PHASE in the following. Figure
1(c) shows the actual sample size of 3PHASE with respect
to the data volume, which is found to be fixed and equal
to mI + mv . At this point, the initial sample in the first
phase is sufficient to cope with the target representative ratio.
Figure 1(d) compares the actual representative ratios with the
verified representative ratios of the returned results, and the
former is higher than the latter, due to the reuse of samples
for verification. Both of them are hardly affected by the data
volume. Moreover, the actual representative ratios are excellent
and the approximate skyline is sufficiently used to approach
the real skyline. As shown in figure 1(e), there is merely
once verification in the third phase. This is mainly because
the representative ratio of the initial sample is sufficiently
high and exceeds the target representative ratio. Figure 1(f)
shows not the execution results of 3PHASE, but statistics about
representative ratios of samples with different sizes. With any
fixed size, the sample representative ratio is not affected by
the data volume. And the representative ratio becomes higher
as the sample size increases. The sample with size 1K = 103
already has a representative ratio more than 99%. For space
limitations, the paper does not illustrate the performance of
3PHASE under different parameters.
C. Experiment 2: The Effect of Skyline Criterion Size
In experiment 2, we validate the effect of skyline criterion
size on 3PHASE and representative ratios, with a fixed data
volume of 0.2TB. The algorithms are excuted on indepen-
dently distributed data set. The numbers of skyline criteria
considered are 2, 3, 4, 5. As shown in figure 2(a), 3PHASE R
runs 16.6 times faster than LESS on average and its execution
time has nothing to do with the skyline criterion size. The
execution time of LESS and BNL grows slightly with the
increase of the criterion size. An increase in d will lead
to an increase in skyline cardinality, thereby increasing the
CPU overhead, which is not dominant. The execution time of
3PHASE S grows super linearly with the increase of criterion
size. As the dimensionality increases, the required sample
grows and exceeds the initial sample in the fisrt phase, which
causes the growth of the execution time. However, even with
5 skyline criteria, the execution time of 3PHASE S is about
one second. In the case of high dimensions, the calculation
of the skyline is almost meaningless. For 3PHASE V, the
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(f) Sample’s Representative Ratio
Fig. 2. The Effect of Skyline Criterion Size
increase ratio of the execution time is higher than all pre-
vious algorithms. As the dimensionality increases, not only
the required sample size, but also the skyline cardinality of
the sample grows, which causes the sharp increase of CPU
overhead. There is exclusively CPU overhead for 3PHASE V.
Anyway, the execution time of 3PHASE V is smaller than that
of 3PHASE S, and is no more than one second. As shown in
figure 2(b), for BNL, LESS and 3PHASE R, I/O overhead is
not affected by the criterion size. With 2 and 3 skyline criteria,
3PHASE S has the same I/O overhead. At this moment, the
representative ratio of the initial sample is higher than the
target. With more skyline criteria, I/O overhead increases.
This is because the required sample size is larger than before
and exceeds the initial sample size. Figure 2(c) shows the
actual sample size in 3PHASE with respect to the criterion
size. As the dimensionality increases, the required sample size
grows and surpasses the initial sample size, then the actual
sample size becomes larger. Figure 2(d) shows that the actual
representative ratios of returned results is higher than the
verified representative ratios. As shown in figure 2(e), due to
the sufficiently high representative ratio of the initial sample in
the first phase, there is only once verification in the third phase.
Figure 2(f) shows the statistics about the representative ratios
of samples with different sizes and variable skyline criterion
sizes. With the increase of the criterion size, the sample
representative ratio decreases significantly. Nevertheless, even
with five skyline criteria, the representative ratio of the sample
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Fig. 3. The Effects of Correlation and Anti-correlation
with size 100K = 105 has reached 99.12%. The representative
ratio becomes higher as the sample size increases.
D. Experiment 3: The Effects of Correlation and Anti-
correlation
In experiment 3, we validate the effect of correlation and
anti-correlation between attributes. Algorithms are executed on
data sets under correlated and anti-correlated distribution with
variable volumes and 2 skyline criteria. It is found that data
volume basically has no effect on 3PHASE S and 3PHASE V,
and barely affects the pre-sampling process of 3PHASE R.
Thus the paper does not illustrate the performance of algo-
rithms under variable data volumes, for space limitations. As
shown in figure 3(a), for BNL and LESS, there is no difference
in the execution time between independent and correlated
distributions. But under anti-correlated distribution, execution
time of the two algorithms is significantly longer. At this time,
CPU overhead is remarkably increased and begin to dominate.
For 3PHASE R and 3PHASE S, it is found that the execution
time has nothing to do with correlation between attributes. This
is because the initial sample is sufficient to achieve the target
representative ratio. The execution time of 3PHASE V is the
largest under anti-correlated distribution, the medium under
independent distribution, and the smallest under correlated
distribution. There is no I/O overhead for 3PHASE V, and
CPU overhead is greatly affected by the distribution. However,
even under anti-correlated distribution, its execution time is
only about ten milliseconds. As shown in figure 3(b), under
all distributions, there is no change in I/O overhead, for
BNL, 3PHASE R and 3PHASE S. However, for LESS, I/O
overhead increases under anti-correlated distribution. This is
because the effect of the elimination filter (EF) window is
significantly reduced, and more tuples are stored to disk. The
paper does not illustrate the extra experiment statistics of
3PHASE under distinct distributions.
E. Experiment 4: Real Data set
In experiment 4, we verify the effectiveness of 3PHASE
on real data sets with variable amounts and 2 skyline criteria.
The considered data volumes are 2GB, 4GB, 6GB, 8GB and
10GB. The experimental results on the real data set are similar
to those on the independent data set. As shown in figure 4(a),
3PHASE R runs 5.2 times faster than LESS on average. At
first glance, compared with independent distribution, the gap
becomes smaller on the real data set. This is just because
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Fig. 5. Representative Ratio of Sample
the real data set is much smaller than the synthetic data
sets. The execution time of 3PHASE R grows sub-linearly
with the data volume, while these of LESS and BNL in-
crease linearly. As the amount of data increases, the supe-
riority of 3PHASE R becomes more and more apparent. For
3PHASE S and 3PHASE V, the execution time is basically
not affected by the scale of data. Due to the larger tuple
size, the execution time of 3PHASE S is longer on the real
data set, compared with independent distribution. 3PHASE S
obtains results about one second, and the execution time of
3PHASE V is only a few milliseconds. As shown in figure
4(b), I/O overhead of 3PHASE R is much close to that of
LESS, when the data volume is 2GB. As the data volume
grows, the gap becomes increasely larger. I/O overhead of
3PHASE R grows sub-linearly with the data volume, whlie
those of LESS and BNL increase linearly. For 3PHASE S,
I/O overhead has nothing to do with the data volume. But
I/O overhead of 3PHASE S becomes higher on the real data
set, compared with the synthetic data sets. In the real data
set, the tuple size becomes larger, and the number of tuples
contained in a single page decreases. 3PHASE V has no I/O
overhead. For space limitations, the paper do not illustrate the
extra experiment statistics of 3PHASE on the real data set.
F. Experiment 5: Representative Ratio with Different Sample
Size
In experiment 5, we analyzed the required sample size and
verified the analysis about representative ratio of sample in
section ??. All four data sets were used. The skyline criterion
sizes considered are 2, 3, 4, 5. The considered sample sizes are
0.1K, 1K, 10K, 100K, and 1000K (K=103). The data volumes
of synthetic data sets considered are 0.2TB, whereas that of
the real data set is 10GB, the maximum size of the real data
set. It is found that the representative ratio is not affected by
TABLE II
REPRESENTATIVE RATIO OF SAMPLE
(a) Independent Distribution
d
α m
100 1000 10000 100000 1000000
2 0.945441 0.992628 0.99916 0.999888 0.999988
3 0.838721 0.968032 0.995403 0.999325 0.999905
4 0.706463 0.91383 0.982244 0.99729 0.999536
5 0.552319 0.833584 0.955175 0.991231 0.998319
(b) Correlated Distribution
d
α m
100 1000 10000 100000 1000000
2 0.966067 0.995 0.999417 0.999942 0.999992
3 0.901715 0.978632 0.996977 0.999584 0.999945
4 0.77132 0.945276 0.988053 0.997933 0.999732
5 0.609835 0.881762 0.967857 0.993344 0.998927
(c) Anti-Correlated Distribution
d
α m
100 1000 10000 100000 1000000
2 0.886565 0.966409 0.990862 0.997067 0.999161
3 0.771933 0.93037 0.980354 0.993929 0.998299
4 0.61581 0.863942 0.958214 0.987235 0.996514
5 0.45942 0.775336 0.919914 0.974508 0.992866
(d) Real Data
d
α m
100 1000 10000 100000 1000000
2 0.942263 0.990526 0.998674 0.999847 0.999984
3 0.841572 0.967027 0.994678 0.994678 0.99989
4 0.70086 0.908012 0.980774 0.996574 0.999446
5 0.564255 0.835519 0.959402 0.991244 0.998411
data volume in experiments. Table II shows representative ratio
of the uniform sample under different data sets, sample sizes,
and skyline criterion sizes. The values in the table are the
average obtained from multiple trials. As shown in table II(a),
in the case of two skyline criteria and independent distribution,
the representative ratio of the sample with size 1000 exceeds
99%. Even with d = 5, the representative ratio has reached
83%. In order to reach 99%, only 100000 sampled tuples are
needed, which is much smaller than n on big data. Table II(b)
shows that under correlated distribution, the representative
ratio is relatively higher and the required sample size are
smaller. Table II(c) demonstrates that even with anti-correlated
distribution, a certain size of sample can achieve a great
representative ratio. Under the case d = 5, the representative
ratio of the sample with size 10000 exceeds 91%. On the real
data set, the representative ratio of a size 10000 sample reachs
95% even with d = 5, shown in table II(d). On any data set, a
sample of size 1000000 has a representation ratio of more than
99%. One million is relatively small on big data. In addition,
we can look up the table II to obtain the required sample size
for the target representative ratio.
Figure 5 shows a further analysis of the sample represen-
tative ratio, verifying the theorems in section ??. Based on
theorem ?? and ??, we can use the skyline proportion of the
sample to predict the expected representative ratio. Figure 5(a)
compares the predicted and real representative ratios. For each
data set, the curves of the predicted and real representative
ratio closely fit. Though, due to volatility caused by variance,
there is a small gap with 100 sampled tuples on anti-correlated
distribution. The fact that the predicted and real representative
ratios are nearly equal shows the correctness of theorem ?? and
??. Figure 5(b) shows the variance of representative ratio with
respect to sample size. For all data sets, standard deviation of
representative ratio has a almost linear relationship with 1/m,
reciprocal of sample size, and is relately small.
G. Summary
In the experiments, compared to BNL and LESS,
3PHASE R runs up to 23.5 times faster and retrieves up to
9.8 times fewer disk-pages. Both the execution time and I/O
overhead of 3PHASE R grow sub-linearly with the increase
of data volume, while these of BNL and LESS are increased
linearly, which causes the superiority of 3PHASE R increasely
obvious with the growth of the data volume. The ascendency of
3PHASE S and 3PHASE V is more noticeable. The execution
time of 3PHASE S and 3PHASE V has nothing to do with the
data volume, so does I/O overhead of 3PHASE S. And there
is no I/O overhead for 3PHASE V. 3PHASE S obtains results
within one second, while the execution time of 3PHASE V
is only a few milliseconds. The efficiency of 3PHASE S and
3PHASE V makes them even fully qualified on big data for
interactive systems. These all reflect the value of 3PHASE in
calculating the skyline on big data.
When the size of skyline criteria increases, the execution
time of 3PHASE V increase quickly. Even so, 3PHASE V is
much faster than all other algorithms, since there is no I/O
overhead. I/O overhead, not CPU overhead, is dominant for
3PHASE R and 3PHASE S. Therefore, as the criterion size
increases, the execution time of 3PHASE R does not change,
and that of 3PHASE S increases moderately. Anti-correlation
between attributes is similar to growth of the criterion size
for 3PHASE, which increases the required sample size and
the skyline cardinality of the sample. Even on anti-correlated
distribution data set with 5 skyline criteria, the required sample
size still does not exceed one million, which is relatively
small on big data. On distinct data sets, the experimental
results verify the theoretical analysis in section ??. It is
shown that there is a inseparable relationship between the
skyline cardinality and the expected representative ratio, and
the standard deviation of representative ratio is relately small.
All experiments are for disk storage. It can be expected
that when 3PHASE is executed on RAM, NVRAM or even
SSD, which do not spin, or seek, its performance will be much
better, and it will show a great superiority in random access.
Although they are currently much more expensive than disk
and not suitable for big data, they will be widely used in the
near future.
VI. RELATED WORKS
Generic Algorithms: Generic skyline algorithms need no
data structures and are performed on the data set directly.
In the last century, the skyline was also called as the max-
imal vector. To determine the possible lower bounds on the
maximum vector problem, D&C (double divide&conquer) [1],
LD&C (linear divide&conquer) [2] and FLET (fast linear
expected time) [3] are proposed, all of which are ”theoretical”
algorithms and are not adapted to the external storage.
SD&C (single divide&conquer) [4] was devised by Brzs-
nyi, to achieve skyline operator on external large input. It
recursively divides the data set, but not the dimensions, unlike
the previous algorithms. SD&C divides the original data set
into multiple partitions so that each partition can be placed
into memory, and uses the existing in-memory algorithm to
calculate the partition skyline. Then the algorithm merges the
partition skylines recursively in a two-way merge. Consider
two skylines, SKY1 and SKY2. SD&C merges SKY1 and
SKY2 by comparing each point in SKY1 against each point
in SKY2, and vice versa, to eliminate tuples dominated by the
tuples in another set.
The second algorithm proposed in [4] is BNL (block nested
loops). BNL sequentially scans the data and collects the
potential skyline tuples in main memory (window). For each
tuple from the input stream, it is compared against the tuples
in the window, and there are two cases: 1) the new tuple is
dominated by any of them, it is eliminated directly; 2) the new
tuple is not dominated, any tuples in the window dominated
by the new tuple are eliminated, and it is added to the window.
If the window becomes full, the new tuple not dominated
is written to a temporary file in disk, and any dominated
tuples in the window are still eliminated as before. After a
round of scanning, the tuples in the window, inserted before
generating the temporary file, are part of the real skyline, and
the remaining tuples must be compared with the tuples in the
temporary file. Afterwards, the temporary file is used as input
data and processed recursively as described previously.
SFS designed by Chomicki [5], like BNL, is also a multi-
pass algorithm, and maintains candidate skyline tuples in
the window. However, SFS first sorts the tuples in an order
compatible with skyline criterias, based on an external method
(such as k-way merge sort). The subsequent scan is almost the
same as BNL and the difference is that SFS guarantees that
tuples in the window must be part of the real skyline. In the
case of a larger skyline, SFS has a lower I/O than BNL, and
runs in less time. Godfrey refined SFS and proposed LESS
[6]. In the pass zero of the external sorting, LESS uses the
elimination filter (EF) window to eliminate tuples directly. And
LESS combines the final pass of the external sorting with the
first pass of skyline-filter(SF). It has all the advantages of SFS
and BNL, but no other disadvantages. LESS does not require
bookkeeping overhead, and has a less sorting cost than SFS.
Bartolini developed SalSa [7], which is based on SFS and
sorts the data set in a specific order so that only the part of the
data needs to be checked to calculate the skyline. Like SFS,
SalSa sorts the data set first, then sequentially reads tuples
from the data set, and then compares each new tuple with
tuples in the window. The difference is that SalSa maintains
a stop point to check whether the current scan can end. If all
unread tuples are dominated by the stop point, terminate and
return the tuples in the window.
Index-based Algorithms: The index-based skyline algo-
rithm can calculate the skyline without scanning the entire
data. K-Sorted [4] was devised by Brzsnyi and is optimally
represented when the input set is sorted along each attribute.
If every attribute has a B+tree index, the algorithm can be
applied. Tan explored bitmap-based calculations for skyline
and designed Bitmap [8], which only applies to the case
where the number of possible values on each attribute is
small. Kossmann proposed NN [9] which is based on R-tree
and modifies the nearest neighbor method to gradually find
the skyline tuples. Then the work was adjusted to BBS by
Papadias in [10]. BBS uses branch and bound technology
to significantly reduce I/O overhead. Lee [11] developed
ZBTree, which uses Z-curve to map tuples from a multi-
dimensional space to an one-dimensional space. Each tuple is
stored according to a monotonous Z address. ZBTree divides
Z-curve into disjoint segments, and each segment represents
an area. The calculation process is based on depth-first search
and stack.
SSPL [12] is the index-based algorithm designed for skyline
on big data. SSPL is improved from K-Sorted and each
attribute has a sorted position index list. The difference is that
SSPL incorporates the prune strategy. SSPL first retrieves the
sorted position index lists in a circular manner, until there is
a candidate position index seen in all the involved lists. The
process is accompanied with pruning unsatisfactory candidate
position indexes. Then SSPL performs a sequential scan of
data set through the candidate position indexes to calculate
the skyline. The effectiveness of SSPL is mainly based on
the assumption that all attributes are independent, and does
not consider the case that there is a certain anti-correlation
between attributes. In addition, SSPL is based on column
storage, and all the sorted position index list are maintained
in memory, which causes prohibitive space overhead.
Others: There are many other algorithms for skyline
evaluation in different applications. LS-B [24] is designed
for low-cardinality domains. RAND [25] is a exact algorithm
based on sampling and is suitable for multi-pass streaming.
RAND has to scan the data set multiple times. ANSI [26]
considers that the user can request the result at any time (after
issuing the query). SkylineAC [27] addresses the situation
where there are anti-correlations between attributes. Besides,
there are distributed and parallel skyline algorithms [28]–[30],
stream skyline algorithms [31]–[33], spatial skyline [34], etc..
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we consider the problem of calculating skyline
on big data. Analysis shows that the exact skyline algorithms
can not adapt to big data well. The paper studys approximate
skyline calculations on big data and analyzes the representative
ratio of a uniform sample. It is found that the expected repre-
sentative ratio nearly has nothing to do with the data volume,
and the variance is relatively small. Then the paper proposes
a novel approximate skyline algorithm, 3PHASE, which uses
sampling to significantly reduce I/O costs. 3PHASE is divided
into three phases. In Phase 1, it obtains an initial sample
and estimates the required sample size. In Phase 2, 3PHASE
continues to sample with the required size obtained in Phase
1, and calculates the sample skyline. In stage 3, it verifies the
representative ratio of the approximate skyline, and continues
sampling if necessary. The time complexity of the algorithm
has nothing to with the data volume. The experimental results
of synthetic and real data sets show that 3PHASE has a great
superiority over the existing skyline algorithms.
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